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Abstract Carbon nanofibres and multi-branched carbon

nanotubes are synthesized by using a new, proposed in this

study method. The acid–base, adsorption and geometric

properties of nanomaterials are characterised. Next we

present first comparative adsorption and calorimetric

studies of phenol uptake from aqueous solutions on men-

tioned nano-sized carbon materials and on nanotubes

having similar diameter. The comparison of carbon

nanofibres, multi-branched carbon nanotubes, and multi

walled carbon nanotubes shows that for non-porous carbon

nanomaterials the concentration of basic surface function-

alities determines the mechanism of phenol adsorption. In

consequence, larger phenol adsorption is recorded for the

most basic nanomaterials (nanofibres and multi walled

nanotubes) and smaller for multi branched nanotubes

having the smallest surface concentration of basic groups.

Possible explanation of differences between enthalpy of

phenol displacement on graphite and on studied carbon

adsorbents is also given.

Keywords Carbon nanomaterials � Synthesis �
Nanotubes � Nanofibres � Phenol adsorption � Energetics of

adsorption

1 Introduction

The phenomenon of phenol adsorption from aqueous

solutions is very important mainly due to ecological rea-

sons, and it has been studied for many years. In this field

carbon adsorbents are the most effective and this is why

they are applied in water plant stations. On the other hand,

the new nanocarbon materials have been synthesized, and

there are reports showing phenol adsorption results, for

example, on carbon nanotubes (Nie et al. 2011; Toth et al.

2011, 2012; Li et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2011; Lin and Xing

2008; Yang et al. 2008). Recently Chakraborty et al. (2011)

proved that carbon nanofibre based adsorbents can also be

successfully applied as phenol adsorbents.

Multibranched carbon nanotubes are very important

carbon nanomaterials due to their unique electric,

mechanical and transport properties (Saito et al. 1998;

Papadopoulos et al. 2000; Tao et al. 2005). Recently Jia

et al. (2013) synthesized unbranched and branched carbon

nanotubes by catalytic chemical vapor deposition from

methane at 1173 K using a Cu/MgO catalyst. Also Tao

et al. (2005) synthesized novel multi-branched carbon

nanotubes using alkali-element modified Cu/MgO catalyst.

Pyrolysis of thiophene (Romo-Herrera et al. 2008) was also

an important method to prepare branched CNTs. Other

methods to fabricate branched CNTs include arc dis-

charge (Wang et al. 2006), carbon dioxide reduction (Lou

et al. 2006), and chemical vapor deposition (CVD).

Next nano-sized form of carbon are carbon nanofibres.

They can be divided into platelet, herring-bone and tubular

types (Inagaki and Kang 2014). Recent progress in the

synthesis of nanofibrs are given in the subsequent reports

(Davoodi et al. 2013; Retterer et al. 2008; Röthlisberger

et al. 2013; Longtin et al. 2007; Tu et al. 2003; Pan et al.

2005; Hashempour et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2008; Tao et al.
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2006; Chai et al. 2007; Yamada et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2001;

Thakur et al. 2010; Ghavaninia et al. 2011).

We mention above different nano-sized forms of carbon

since in this study we show a new method of synthesis of

multi-branched carbon nanotubes and carbon nanofibres.

Next, we present a comparative study of phenol adsorption

on those materials and on multi-walled carbon nanotubes

having similar average diameter. Up to our knowledge, the

results of calorimetric studies of phenol adsorption from

solutions on studied carbon nanomaterials are new and

have not been published in literature yet. Also in literature

there is a lack of comparative studies on phenol adsorption

on different nanoforms of carbon.

2 Experimental

2.1 Carbon nanomaterials

All synthesis reactions were conducted in two types i.e.,

horizontal (h) and vertical (v) quartz tube furnaces using

super growth chemical vapour deposition (SGCVD)

methods (Zhao et al. 2009; Chiang et al. 2011; Yasuda

et al. 2009; Futaba et al. 2009; Yamada et al. 2008;

Kruszka et al. 2014). The investigations were conducted on

stainless steel foils. Before all processes a metal film was

cleaned in methanol (all samples) and additionally in a

concentrated sulphuric acid for different oxidation times.

We concluded that the oxidation time of 24 h is the most

promising, thus we studied in detail the process of syn-

thesis on stainless steel samples modified in this way.

The process was carried out at 1173 K for all studied sys-

tems.The temperaturesaswell as theflowrateswereoptimised

experimentally. After the suitable temperaturewas reached the

process of synthesis was started using appropriate gases:

(i) CH4 for the flow rate 15 ml/min, (ii)N2-17 ml/min, (iii) H2-

34 ml/min, (iv)H2O, and(v)CH3OH.Timeofreaction (tr)was

about 30 min. After the process was finished the reactor was

filled with nitrogen for about 1 h. We obtained CNFs and

MBCNTs at the same conditions, the only difference is that

CNFs are obtained in a horizontal furnace, while MBCNTs a

vertical one. For comparative purposes we also study Bayer

closedcarbonnanotubes (BayTubesC150HP) purchased from

Bayer Material Science (Germany). They are used without

further purification (and labelled as B_MWCNTs).

2.2 Characterisation

In order to characterize the structure of studied nanoma-

terials N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms at 77 K were

measured using ASAP 2010 (Micromeritics) sorption

apparatus. From obtained data the BET surface area values

were calculated.

Boehm titration method was carried out to determine the

surface acidity and basicity (Boehm 2002; Boehm et al.

1964). Additionally, the pH levels of carbon nanomaterials

were measured used standard method (Biniak et al. 1997).

The nonpolarized Raman scattering spectra of carbon

structures were investigated in the spectral range of

100–3200 cm-1. Raman spectra were recorded in the

backscattering geometry using Perkin-Elmer Raman-Micro

200 system. As an excitation light we used the near-in-

frared laser operating at 785 nm, CCD matrix detector

cooled to 223 K. The laser beam was tightly focused on the

sample surface through a Leica 920 SWD microscope

objective (SWD-short working distance). To prevent any

damage to the sample, an excitation power was fixed at

8 mW. The position of the microscope objective with

respect to the sample was piezoelectrically controlled (XY

position). The reference position (level 0) was assumed for

the laser spot focused on the surface of the sample. The

micro-Raman spectrometer allowed for recording of the

Raman spectra with spatial resolution of about 10 lm and

spectral resolution about 3 cm-1. To increase the signal-to-

noise ratio, accumulation of Raman spectra was made ten

times.

2.3 Flow calorimetric and adsorption from aqueous

solution measurements

Four solutions of phenol having the concentration in the

range 0.0002–0.011 mol/dm3 were prepared at 300 K. The

values of differential enthalpy of displacement were mea-

sured using a flow calorimetric system constructed in our

laboratory based on (Rhue et al. 2002) and described pre-

viously (Wiśniewski et al. 2015) by changing the flow from

one solution to another (in rising and decreasing order,

during adsorption and desorption, respectively). A fixed

mass of carbon material (ca. 90 mg) was placed inside the

chamber and thermostated in flow of water (50 g/h). A pair

of thermistors, one upstream and the other downstream

from the sample, formed one-half of an electronic bridge

and sensed temperature changes in the solution as it passed

through the sample. A change in solution temperature

produced a differential output voltage from the bridge. This

differential voltage was fed into an instrumentation

amplifier, and the amplified signal was fed into a computer

for processing. The system possessed high sensitivity, low

thermal drift, and a good signal-to-noise ratio. Six way

valve was used to switch water into the solution containing

phenol. Flow rates (50 g/h) were controlled with mass flow

controllers with the accuracy less than 0.1 %. All mea-

surements were performed at 300 K. Connection of flow

system on-line to the UV–Vis spectrophotometer (JASCO

V-660, Japan) was used (k = 270 nm) to guarantee the

quantitative analysis of the observed phenomena.
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3 Results and discussion

Table 1 collects the results of carbon nanomaterials char-

acterization. As one can see from this Table, and from the

analysis of additional results, the diameter as well as the

purity of all studied materials are similar (ca. 15 nm and

95 %, respectively). The largest surface area is observed

for MBCNTs, while for the remaining materials smaller

(and similar) values are recorded. Calculated per surface

area concentration of acidic groups is the highest for CNFs.

Also CNFs and B_MWCNTs contain the largest concen-

tration of basic groups. The comparison of suspension pH

values leads to the conclusion that the strongest basic

groups are present on the surface of MBCNTs.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 collect the high resolution scanning

electron microscopy (HRSEM) images of all three studied

Table 1 Selected characteristics of studied nanometarials

Nanomaterial Diameter

(nm)

SBET

(m2/g)

Suspension

pH

Total acidity

(mmol/g)

Total basicity

(mmol/g)

Total acidity

(mmol/m2) 104
Total basicity

(mmol/m2) 104
Id/Ig

CNFs 15–20 207 7.73 0.5020 0.8015 24.25 38.72 1.05

B_MWCNTs *15 198 6.89 0.1048 0.7677 5.29 38.77 2.05

MBCNTs *15 310 8.67 0.1066 0.7445 3.43 24.02 1.18

Fig. 1 HRSEM image results for synthesis of CNFs on metal film in

various conditions using horizontal furnace (pre-treated concentrated

sulphuric acid for 24 h): a HRSEM and b, c HRTEM images—

T = 1173 K, (SGCVD—H2O ? H2 ? CH4 ? CH3OH, tr = 30 min).

d Adsorption–desorption isotherm plot for obtained CNFs, BET specific

surface area is equal to 207 m2/g
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samples together with low-temperature N2 adsorption–des-

orption data. All samples contain some amount of mesopores

as a results of the presence of so-called secondary porosity.

One can see that CNFs (Fig. 1) are of tubular type (Inagaki

and Kang 2014), resembling B_MWCNTs (Fig. 3). In con-

trast, MBCNTs (Fig. 2) are very similar to those synthesized

by Tao et al. (2005). They have typical secondary branches

forming so-called ‘‘Y junctions’’. This is why the surface

area of MBCNTs is remarkably larger than this observed for

CNFs and B_MWCNTs (Table 1). The latter two materials

have similar surface area values.

Figure 4 collects the comparative plots of adsorption

isotherms and enthalpy of displacement. Since the differ-

ences between adsorption and desorption are in the range

of experimental errors we show only adsorption data. It

should be noted that adsorption values at low concentration

determined by us for CNFs are similar to those measured

by Rokhina et al. for modified commercial nanofibres

(Rokhina et al. 2012). On the other hand, for adsorption on

B_MWCNTs we observe similar results to published by

Lin and Xing (2008).

From Fig. 4 it can be seen that the largest adsorption

occurs for the materials containing the largest concentra-

tion of surface basic groups (B_MWCNTs and CNFs). The

same can be stated about the values of displacement

enthalpy. One can see that the most exothermic effect is

observed for B_MWCNTs and CNFs, while slightly

smaller enthalpy is recorded for MBCNTs. Generally,

Fig. 2 a, b HRTEM images for commercial B_MWCNTs, c Adsorption–desorption isotherm plot for B_MWCNTs, BET specific surface area is

equal to 198 m2/g
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maximum values of phenol displacement enthalpy in

monolayer are in the range of ca. -20 mJ/m2. On the other

hand, in the polymolecular region this enthalpy is between

-10 and -20 kJ/mol. Comparison of obtained results with

the data published for phenol adsorption on graphite

(Király et al. 1996) shows that in the case of phenol

adsorption on new nano-sized carbon materials adsorption

is remarkably larger than on graphite, and both values i.e.,

the enthalpy of displacement in monolayer as well as the

enthalpy of displacement in polymolecular range, are

smaller than the values recorded for graphite. Possible

explanation of this can be obtained from the analysis of the

points responsible for ‘‘monolayer’’ creation. Assuming the

monolayer creation at the intersection points of the

enthalpy plots (Fig. 4) (Király et al. 1996) the following

specific surface areas of phenol molecule are calculated:

833.3, 952.4 and 571.4 m2/mmol for adsorption on

MBCNTs, CNFs and B_MWCNTs, respectively. On the

other hand, reported by Király et al. (1996) specific surface

areas for ‘‘flat’’ orientation of adsorbed phenol molecule

are in the range 345–326 m2/mmol. Thus for all studied

carbon nano-forms remarkably larger values than those

reported in Király et al. (1996) are observed. Even for

B_MWCNTs the value of specific surface area is c.a. 60 %

too large to assume perfect ‘‘flat’’ orientation. Since all

values are too large the only possible explanation is the

presence of water in ‘‘monolayer’’ of adsorbed molecules.

In fact, the results of our recent MD simulations proved

that water is present and no ‘‘tight’’ monolayer is created

on surface of nanotubes during adsorption from solution

(Terzyk et al. 2009). Instead of this phenol molecules form

spiral structures wrapping nanotubes. Summing up, our

experimental results show that water islands on surface of

nanomaterials are formed. From Table 1 one can see that

Fig. 3 HRSEM and HRTEM image results for synthesis of MBCNTs

on metal film in various conditions using vertical furnace (pre-treated

concentrated sulphuric acid for 24 h): a–c HRSEM images and inset in

a. HRTEM image—T = 1173 K, (SGCVD—H2O ? H2 ? CH4 ?

CH3OH, tr = 30 min). d Adsorption–desorption isotherm plot for

obtained MBCNTs, BET specific surface area is equal to 310 m2/g
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on the surface of CNFs the largest concentration of acidic

groups occurs, and probably this causes the value of

specific surface area of adsorbed phenol molecules the

largest. Taking into account the data collected in Table 1

one can conclude that the highest adsorption, as well as the

most exothermic effect, are observed for adsorbents having

the largest concentration of surface basic groups. This

means that the interaction between hydrogen of hydroxylic

group and the basic sites present on surface increase

adsorption. The Id/Ig ratio collected in Table 1 is the largest

for B_MWCNTs and this can suggest that in this case basic

sites are of Lewis type, and those sites are located on p

orbitals of carbon nanomaterial. For all studied nanoma-

terials the enthalpy of adsorption in the first layer is not so

exothermic as in the case of adsorption on graphite. This

can be caused by nano-sized carbon materials surface

curvature (Wiśniewski et al. 2015), the presence of surface

acidic groups making the energy of water displacement

larger and therefore the process of displacement not so

exothermic as in the case of graphite, and finally, by

smaller degree of graphitisation decreasing the energy of

p–p interactions. However, to decide which effect pre-

dominates further studies are necessary.

4 Conclusions

We show that the treatment of stainless steel foils with

conc. H2SO4, and the application of the SGCVD method

leads to the synthesis of carbon nanofibres and multi-

branched carbon nanotubes. The type of applied furnace

has a crucial influence on the type of obtained nano-sized

carbon material.

Comparative results of phenol adsorption on nano-sized

carbon materials as reported for the first time. We show

that the process is fully reversible and surface concentra-

tion of basic groups increases phenol adsorption as well as

the exothermicity of displacement process. Finally it is

concluded that the presence of surface acids causes the

formation of water islands on surface, and this is why the

specific surface areas of adsorbed phenol are larger than for

perfect ‘‘flat’’ orientation observed for adsorption on gra-

phite. Interactions between phenol and surface bases cause

that the adsorption values for all studied nanomaterials are

larger than those observed for adsorption on graphite, and

this makes studied carbon nanoforms promising for further

application in the phenol adsorption process.
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